My home village, al-Marja, forms a unique case study through which one may thoroughly understand how its Palestinian residents experienced and lived through the dramatic, life-transforming events of the Nakba and foundation of the State of Israel on the one hand, and the implications of partitioning Palestinians on the other. Al-Marja's residents' widespread stories, spanning the period between 1949 and 1967, during which the village served as an excellent "borderline fence," present a signifi cant opportunity for understanding how Palestinians in general and the village residents in particular dealt with the border's violent invasion of their lives and the fragmentation of their locale, severing it between "enemy" forces. In this context, my intimate knowledge of the place and familiarity with the details of my family storieshaving lived with people who have experienced this dramatic change-have given me a unique advantage not only for recording the events, but also, and more importantly, for closely studying the residents' social dynamics, political and national production, and consequent linguistic reformulations and symbolic redefi nitions for understanding reality. I could call what I do "domestic ethnography"-ethnography that is completely based on the researcher's direct experience of the event. But besides being an observer noting and recording my direct experience of my house, family, and neighborhood, and storing them in my memory and personalizing them, I am also an interactive ethnographer who affected the sequence of events and their underpinnings.
It is no secret that in recording the stories of my village's experience of the borders I wished to take on an active and self-aware role in spreading the story of the indigenous group to which I belong-a group whose experience with the borders still prevents it from easily trusting outside researchers, as my fi rsthand experience has taught me. Two years ago, I attempted to conduct a joint research project with a Jewish-Israeli colleague about the lives of Palestinians in the village during military rule. When I went with him to talk to my eldest uncle, who has told me many stories about this period, my uncle refused to speak of anything that had to do with "politics," and all my attempts to assure him of the anonymity and confi dentiality of the interview were in vain.
Truth be told, his refusal did not surprise me, for even though I grew up hearing the family stories of borders and family members' constant infi ltration of the border, I was also raised to understand that these stories were confi dential, and that we were supposed to hear them and forget them. It was not easy for my uncle to talk to a stranger of how his brother would sneak in at night to visit them, nor of how he would disguise himself to attend family social events. These were private stories veiled with secrecy, and were not to be disclosed to anyone back then. This was not only my uncle's concern, but also that of my fellow village residents. For even though they knew who I was and where I came from, they were still hesitant to speak of a time that holds nothing but painful memories for them. One of the interviews I conducted at the end of October 2013 was with an eighty-year-old man. When he started speaking of his imprisonment in Jordan, his wife interrupted him, smiling at me to give the impression of jesting:
"watch out for your words; you don't want her getting you in trouble."
For even though more than half a century had passed since his suffering, both he and his wife still found it hard to completely trust that he was safe.
While speaking to my parents, relatives, and neighbors, it became as clear as daylight to me that fear was a decisive factor in determining "the economics of narration"; that is, in deciding what to say, how to say it, and to whom to speak. For every time I started asking about the stories that the village residents lived through, I encountered a number of hesitant looks, even after I assured them that the story was going to be published anonymously and without disclosing any personal details. To understand the depth of terror stemming from the consequences of statements, disclosures that today seem completely ordinary to us, we must place them within the historical context of a military rule that had infi ltrated all aspects of the residents' lives, invaded familial relations, and engulfed people with fear.
I remember what my late grandmother, who died in the mid-nineties of the past century, had once told me about "confi dentiality" and secrecy, which could shed some light on this question of fear. She told me that once her brother found out, many years later, about his nephew's infi ltration of the borders in order to meet his mother, he reprimanded her: "did you think I was going to report your son to the Israelis?! Would I ever betray my nephew?!" My grandmother told me she never answered his question, claiming instead that she didn't want him to know anything that could get him into trouble. However, she told me that she really was afraid of him, her own brother. How could she not, since he had been accused of having suspicious relations with the Israeli "intelligence," known back then as the "Shin Bet." My grandmother told this story to me, but I don't believe she would have told it to anyone else.
My belonging to the village, and my organic and intricate relations with the place, could also hinder me, fi rst as a woman, and second as part of the social structure, which could be embarrassing when meeting the men of the village, an embarrassment that I overrode through asking my father to accompany me during my visits. However, these were latent factors even in my own family home! Confi dential meetings between family relatives were a common practice among the border-torn residents, and keeping them secret demanded strict rules of heightened caution. As a member of those discrete families who lived through these precautions for many years, I had the unique opportunity of conducting my own domestic ethnography. I listened to the whispering voices and mysterious, tense stories. I followed them and tried to extract the stories from the residents, despite their concerns. The main point here is that these stories form an alternate narrative to the offi cial ones, often titled "Arabs in Israel under the Military Rule," which revolved around life in the village, its residents' lifestyle, their relationship with the state, tribal tensions, confl icts between traditions and modernity, and so on. That offi cial narrative is what I'm trying to avoid here by giving voice to the marginal, repressed, secretive, and underground, which may be found in the stories of borders and their circumvention. These stories of circumvention, infi ltration, and illegal border crossing are also the stories of the confl ict between the settler and the indigenous.
It is important to note here that this project departs from some of the traditional objectives for historical research. It does not aspire to accurately convey the "truth" of events. Rather, I attempt to get as close as possible to an understanding of the redefi nitions that occurred for residents as the area transformed into a borderland. In other words, I aim to capture the effect on residents of a place transitioning from familiar to "strange," from intimate to "endangered." I am interested as well in attending to the methods and tools of resistance produced by this transformation of place, which was enforced without the least regard for the social reality on the ground, and which formed a division as real as it was arbitrary for those Palestinians it impacted so dramatically.
BORDERS: TENSION BETWEEN THE PROCLAIMED AND DISGUISED FUNCTION
A border may be defi ned as the division between two things. In the Arabic dictionary "Lissan el -Arab," a border divides two things to prevent their mixing with each other, or to prevent one from attacking the other. Its plural is "borders." A border is also the ending to everything; it constitutes a limit. In political science, borders are defi ned as divisions between political entities or countries produced as a result of an agreement, war, or force of threat. Their designated role is to divide, but as Gloria E. Anzuldúa has pointed out in Borderlands/La Frontera, borders will affect residents sociologically, psychologically, and sentimentally. This is particularly so in the Palestinian case, where by transforming the "geographic continuity" of the place, borders had a defi nitive impact on the people, dividing and dispersing them, as well as befuddling and estranging their intimate connection with the place.
Although the "offi cial" function of a border is to separate, divide, and guarantee that things do not mix, in practice a border also forms a "meeting place" and serves as a "conveyor belt" between the separated parts. A border is thus a contradictory structure that simultaneously prevents and permits, separates and connects, and that consequently provides its own tools for circumventing itself. And even though a border's offi cial and declared "function" is to use force (symbolic or actual) to cut, separate, sever, and prevent mixture, borderline residents who have been forcibly divided turn the border into a crossing ("illegal" of course) to transgress and circumvent its offi cial and proclaimed function. And it is this unconscious political defi nition of the border that is constantly being repressed and suppressed.
The "unoffi cial" function of borders as a means of both meeting and of circumventing enforced severance and division manifests itself in many state-imposed borderline areas, including India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, the United States and Mexico, and Yemen and Saudi Arabia. In reality, borders have come to accommodate the secretive, mischievous, troublemaking, and criminal, which unsettle the state and its parastatal branches.
In this context, one can understand the confl icting function of the Armistice Line, which was set by Jordan and Israel in 1949. Nowadays known as the Green Line, it worked within the sphere of separation and determination, dispersing Palestinian residents of those areas among two political entities, enforcing the borders on the ground, and threatening whoever crossed them with death. These borders, however, were also the only physical zone through which Palestinians were able to reunite and circumvent the severance of division. Such is the case in Bab al-Shams, Elias Khoury's novel, in which the protagonist, Younes, infi ltrates the night despite the guards' presence, crossing from Lebanon into Galilee to see his wife Nahila and live the best days of his life with her. Borders are thus both the ailment and the treatment, both poison and medicine. Khoury encapsulates this idea in Bab al-Shams:
"That which deserves our life sacrifi ce is precisely that which we wish to live for." (author's translation) In his book Palestinian Identity, Rashid Khalidi notes the special relationship between Palestinians and borders, arguing that the experience of crossing borders is integral to Palestinian identity. These borders may be offi cial state borders or unoffi cial fences and checkpoints, spread out between the different Palestinian cities and villages, and even at certain points in history, in other countries such as Lebanon and Jordan. Palestinians enter an extreme state of alertness the moment they must present an identifi cation card. Many questions amalgamate at this moment as they prepare to receive "the special treatment in store." At that moment they are forcibly reminded who they are and how they differ from others.
Khalidi adds that borders are a real problem not only because Palestinian identity is confusing to those in power, but also because borders are incriminating by defi nition. Hence, one may understand the state of fear or tension that strikes the Palestinian upon entering an airport, an international crossing, or a checkpoint in anticipation of the inevitable forthcoming special treatment, which naturally refl ects the image of the suspicious Palestinian that entire countries have formed, particularly Jordan, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, and of course Israel too-that is, the countries that the Palestinian constantly passes through.
The experience of crossing and repositioning oneself within borders is a passing experience of "geographic distribution" and a main "axis" for constructing and understanding the meaning and essence of Palestinian identity, which may be summarized in the simple question that Palestinians ask of friends and relatives right after they cross any border or checkpoint: "Did they give you too much trouble?," a question that reveals the extent to which the experience of borders defi nes Palestinian identity.
I grew up listening to family members' stories about the borders that infi ltrated their lives in 1949. I listened to my relatives as they narrated how borders decontextualized them, dispersed their families, and disintegrated their social structure. I also listened to them as they told stories of how they tried to connect with family members on the other side of the border, despite the threats and the fear, and of how the "smuggling industry" fl ourished. And I heard those stories mixed with accounts of "enemy" informants.
My great grandfather lived in al-Marja, while his wife lived with his son in Shweika village. My uncle lived on the eastern side, while his father (my grandfather) and his siblings lived on the western side of the border; also my grandfather's siblings and his mother, they too lived on the eastern side. At the beginning, everyone thought that the stacked border stones collected from the mountain and arbitrarily placed at the eastern and southern sides of our village, separating different areas, were merely symbolic and would not unsettle their world nor control their lives. Thus, my grandfather kept up his visits to his wife and son. Gradually, however, with the increasing amount of surveillance, this became much harder to do. He toiled at escaping the gaze of the surveillors, only to have them upgrade their tools of surveillance. But he persisted in his visits until 1960, when his wife was deported to an unknown place. According to my father, his father was imprisoned for a few months in those years; he later went back to look for his wife, but to no avail. He was told that she had been deported in a military vehicle to an unknown place. My grandfather passed away in August 1967, two months after the occupation of the West Bank. When his wife and son came back looking for him, he was counted among the dead.
The traces of the borderline stones near my parents' house, which used to constitute the border, aroused the village children's curiosity and mine-we children who were born after the 1967 Naksa 1 [setback] and the "reunifi cation" of the homeland upon the occupation of the remainder of Palestine. After the occupation those borders became a mere trace of a remote past, but maybe because of that, they were engulfed with mystery and burdened with the unknown. Who put these signs here? What do they mean? Are they merely signs or a secret code? Do they hide something? What would happen if we were to dig underneath? If we destroyed them? Would we be imprisoned? Persecuted? Should we fear proximity to them? I never spared a chance to ask my grandfather, grandmother, uncles, and whoever was available about them.
It wasn't only the stony signs that struck me, but also the ruins of houses neglected at the outskirts of the village right next to the "borders." Each time I passed them I felt scared, but still I entered their ruined blocks and tried to understand something about them. The stones of course did not speak, but they oozed dampness, a smell that characterizes forsaken houses. This, then, is a forsaken house. It used to be a home for humans; so, where are they now? Where did they go? Can their ghosts rise from the rubble and haunt us because we invaded their private space? Where was the kitchen? Did they have a backyard? Was this thorn fi eld their land at some point? How I wished these ruins would tell their stories of childhood and youth. When I used to be the head of cartography, I participated in outlining the borders at the Dead Sea between the State of Israel and Jordan. We did that within the context of tracing the ceasefi re line between the two states. The Jordanians didn't participate in the mission but they agreed that we do it. The United Nations was our mediator. We carried out the measurements through a new device, an electronic distance meter. Through the device I was able to survey a network of points in the mountains west of the Dead Sea. From three points we were able to create three lines towards the sea, and the buoy anchored in the sea would be placed at the meeting point of these lines (two points directed the buoy, and the third was for comparison). In each of these meeting points I threw in a buoy tied to an anchor. These anchors marked the borders between us and Jordan. (From an interview with Zion Shitrug; see also Horovitz; author's translation from the Hebrew)
The battles between the Zionist forces and Palestinians started at the end of 1947, after the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 181, which recommended the partition of Palestine into a Jewish state established on 49 percent of Palestine's lands and an Arab state established on 47 percent, leaving three percent of the land for Jerusalem, to be under a Special International Regime.
2 At that time the Jews who came to Palestine as colonial immigrants comprised only a third of the residents, and the Arabs in general and Palestinians in particular rejected the resolution, considering it unjust to them and to their homeland.
On May 14, 1948, the eve of the day that the British Mandate of Palestine ended and withdrew its forces, David Ben-Gurion declared the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine-"Israel." Until that moment, Palestinians were the only people resisting the Zionist enterprise, a resistance
Criss-crossed at various times by lines of war and cease fi re, Al-Marja ultimately was severed by the Armistice Agreement line-the Green Line-from its age-old relationships with the surrounding communities.
that failed for a number of reasons.
3 Once Ben-Gurion declared the establishment of the State of Israel, the Egyptian, Syrian, Jordanian, Iraqi, and Lebanese armies declared war, but failed to achieve military victory. Jordan shares the longest borderline, about 500 square kilometers, but its forces did not approach the newly formed state at all. Some contend that Jordan's abstinence had been pre-coordinated with the Zionist leadership, an argument confi rmed by Abdullah el-Tell in his diaries of the 1948 War. A number of historical records suggest that King Abdullah of Jordan entered the war because he wished to control the Arabic part of the state and annex it to his rule. Regardless of the reasons for and political interpretations of the events on the ground, records show that many United Nations decisions demanded that the confl icted parties reach a ceasefi re.
The fi rst ceasefi re started on June 11, 1949, but lasted only until July 18. In December 1948, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 62, demanding that each side reach an immediate ceasefi re and calling for an armistice agreement (United Nations, "Resolution"). In light of the military losses of the Arab armies, negotiations for a truce commenced. One must note that by the end of 1948, the Zionist forces had succeeded in controlling a larger portion of Palestine, expelling and displacing 750,000-900,000 Palestinians, destroying 531 cities and villages, and confi scating the property of those it expelled, using military force to prevent the native inhabitants from returning to their houses and villages (Ghanim) .
On a regional level, and under the supervision of the United Nations, the Arab countries whose armies participated in the war (Jordan, Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon) entered into bilateral negotiations to reach a ceasefi re agreement with Israel. Held on the Greek island of Rhodes-after which the negotiations were named-the talks started offi cially on January 12, 1949, and aimed at determining the ceasefi re lines and conditions, as well as founding a joint military committee. The fi rst agreement was signed between Israel and Egypt on February 24, 1949, the second was with Lebanon on March 23 of the same year, followed by Jordan's signature in April, and fi nally the Armistice Agreement with Syria in July 1949. 4 The Armistice Agreement between Jordan and Israel, signed in Rhodes on April 3, 1949 , was of special signifi cance. It directly affected the lives of tens of thousands of Palestinians, redrawing the ceasefi re line and transferring entire villages into Israel, severing their residential and vital continuity-and all of course without taking the residents' opinions into consideration. The Israeli government entrusted its delegation with a document comprised of several points from which the negotiators could not deviate, and these points had a direct effect on the Palestinian residents. One guideline, for example, ordered that "the delegation must demand the redrawing of the frontier line located at the south-eastern side of Wadi Ara so that the entire road of Hadera-Afula would be under Israel's control" (Rosenthal 26) .
The Armistice Agreements rendered the Zionist forces' military achievement-the ethnic cleansing of Palestine-into "political gain." They also turned Israel, both regionally and internationally, into a "state" by the policy of fait accompli, as recognized by Major General and later director of Israeli military intelligence and professor Yehoshafat Harkabi, who took part in the Jordanian talks in Rhodes: "Signing the agreements practically legitimized Israel's military achievements and contributed to accepting Israel as a member of the United Nations, allowing it to start building its institutions and establish itself as a country" (294-95; author's translation).
Ariella Azoulay critiques this legitimation by using Walter Benjamin's idea of transformation from a state of mythic violence to a state of law-preserving violence (or what is termed in Israeli discourse as the transformation from a Yishuv into a country). The operations of ethnic cleansing and the enforcement of borders demarcating the territory of the "Jewish State" constituted part of the mythic violence: they obliterated the indigenous landscape while establishing the colonial landscape. The Demarcation Line determined by the Rhodes Armistice Agreements institutionalized the aftermath of the mythic violence, and initiated the "law-preserving" violence. By limiting Palestinian mobility, position, and legal ties to place, delegitimizing the return to home villages, setting up a borderline fence preventing any actual connection with the places from which they were forcibly expelled by threats and the distress of war, the new Zionist state set out to transform the colonial immigrant Jew into the legal resident of the country while rendering the indigenous residents into "passersby" in their own homeland.
Later, and again after the war of 1967, the operations of "moving borders"-its lines and tools (fences, checkpoints, and walls)-became ways to enforce further imperial expansion and transform the demographic landscape. "Setting" zones as military and restricted, establishing some lands for military use and others for civil use, stretching the "borders" of settlements and Jewish towns, and eventually defi ning some zones for Palestinians and others for settlers became active means for Judaizing the place, thus tightening the reins on its indigenous residents.
On a Palestinian level, the intensifi ed presence of the borders and their mechanisms (such as crossing stations and checkpoints), and their violent and arbitrary infi ltration into daily life, rendered the stories of the borders into a personal and collective Palestinian "history." It is almost impossible to fi nd a Palestinian who doesn't have a story of borders and checkpoints, regardless of whether he or she is a refugee in the diaspora, in the occupied territories, or within Israel. It is there-at checkpoints and borders-that the fragility of Palestinians' political status often manifests, and that the introduction to "arbitrary" and "haphazard" power in its many shapes and forms intensifi es in the Palestinian experience. As Joseph Massad writes, the "tenacity" of the cause and the perpetuation of its roots render the Palestinian border stories as a founding component of identity construction and a "narration axis" passed down generation to generation. It is completely normal today for a grandfather to narrate his "evasion" and infi ltration of the borders in 1948, as his son tells of the trouble he goes through when crossing international borders, and the grandson tells of his daily crossings of checkpoints, circumvention of the wall, or evasion of a military base.
The second clause of Article IV of the Armistice Agreement between Jordan and Israel states:
2. The basic purpose of the Armistice Demarcation Lines is to delineate the lines beyond which the armed forces of the respective Parties shall not move.
The third clause of Article IV addresses the prevention of civilians from crossing the Armistice lines:
As the village residents and historic records note, prior to signing the Armistice Agreement, Iraqi forces were settled in the village. However, the agreement between Israel and Jordan stated that the Hashemite Kingdom would replace those forces, after the Iraqis authorized Jordan to represent them, as was clarifi ed in the agreement. As for the Demarcation Line, it was agreed that the existing line would be modifi ed, moving it east of the line connecting Wadi Ara and Jaljulia; on the ground, that meant the annexation of The Triangle area to Israel. Article VI, clause 3 of the Agreement states:
3. The Armistice Demarcation Line provided for in paragraph 2 of this article shall be established in stages as follows, pending which the existing military lines may be maintained:
(a) In the area west of the road from Baqa to Jaljulia, and thence to the east of Kafr Qasim: within fi ve weeks of the date on which this Armistice Agreement is signed; (b) In the area of Wadi Ara north of the line from Baqa to Zubeiba: within seven weeks of the date on which this Armistice Agreement is signed;
(c) In all other areas of the Iraqi sector: within fi fteen weeks of the date on which this Armistice Agreement is signed.
A number of historic records note that prior to signing the Armistice Agreement, the Israeli and Jordanian sides held confi dential bilateral talks. 5 Jordan was informed of Israel's wish to control part of the lands that extend between Jenin and Qalqiliya, despite the fact that these areas were inhabited by thousands of Palestinian families in tens of villages. And as Abdullah el-Tell clarifi es in his diaries, a recurring message was delivered to the King from Yehoshafat Harkabi, Israel's delegate, stating that Jordan's refusal to recede from these areas would drive Israel into a military confrontation to control them by force (see also Harkabi). Israel claimed that these places had security and strategic signifi cance that could not be given up. Israel, for example, wanted control over Umm al-Fahm, today a large city with a population of more than 50,000, because it was located on Mt. Iskander, which was considered strategic because it overlooks a large area of Marj Ibn Amer, some areas in the West Bank, Mt. Carmel, and even Caesarea's beach. This seems to be the reason for Israel's annexing al-Marja village as well, as it is located atop a high hill from which one can easily overlook large areas of the coastal valley extending from Hadera in the north and Herzliya in the center.
RUPTURING PLACES AND DISPERSING RESIDENTS
The Demarcation Line passed between the inhabited Palestinian villages in areas extending from Wadi Ara to Jaljulia-later termed by Israel the Triangle-dividing entire families and separating inhabitants from their lands, livelihoods, and social networks. It divided, for example, Barta'a and Baqa into four villages, turning the lives of the Palestinians dwelling nearby upside down.
Until the drawing of the Demarcation Lines, the residents of the Palestinian villages surrounding Tulkarm, Jenin, and Qalqiliya were economically and socially connected. The city of Tulkarm, for example, was the urban center of the villages extending from Baqa al-Gharbiyye to Tira, while Jenin was the urban center of Umm al-Fahm and its surrounding villages, and Qalqilya formed the center for the residents of Jaljulia, Kafr Qasim and Kafr Bara. In practice, the residents of these areas suffered less damage from the Nakba than the coastal residents did. They were neither expelled from their villages nor had their houses demolished. They continued to work their lands, and to a certain extent carried on with their lives, even though Palestine's future as a whole was unknown and more or less unsettling.
My uncle Abdullah describes the May 1949 border demarcations:
I was on my way back from school with some other kids. I was barely ten years old at the time. I saw a crowd of people at the hilltop, among them were many offi cers and they were putting down signs on the road. I learned from my father that they were marking the borders as they were agreed upon between the Jordanians and Jews in Rhodes.
The Armistice Agreement affected al-Marja residents in two ways. First, it transformed their village into a "borderline village," with all the implications that this carries in terms of redefi ning and reordering their space: the presence of Israeli security forces, the employing of informants from the village to survey the borders, the army's treatment of those who "cross" the borders from nearby villages, and its supervision of the interaction of the residents, and the presence of Jordanian border guards settled at the eastern side of the village. Second, residents were arbitrarily separated from their close-knit social network in the cities of Tulkarm and Deir al-Ghusun, both of which were now situated on the other side of the border.
Designing the place according to the binaries of prohibition and permission, enforced through direct and indirect surveillance and punishment mechanisms, was a tangible way to translate the signed agreement into a reality, transforming the borders into tangible facts on the ground. Thus, the borderline was marked and signifi ed by constructing a vertical line of plastered stones. Border guards and Jordanian patrols extended all along the borders, while the Israeli forces, as the villagers' stories point out, passed by every other day and would not settle in one place. Moreover, there were no physical fences or walls installed in the ground, but only scattered signs and marks.
Hajjeh Um Fares, whose house is located right at those borderlines, says that she was terrifi ed each time she passed by the borders. Her hands shaking, she told me:
"Good heavens, how I feared them. We would never come close to these stones. These are terrifying borders." "And what do you think borders are anyway?" She turned to me, wondering: "They are nothing but a set of plastered stones, not a fence, a valley or a minefi eld. Still, they were enough to terrify us."
The actual division of Palestinian life in nearby villages struck the residents to heart, turning any kind of routine and normalcy in their daily lives into an inexplicable procedure, and affecting their familial, social, economic, and educational structures. In the beginning, the village residents thought that this was merely an offi cial procedure and did not believe that it would be forced on them. Palestinians from both sides of the line sought to circumvent the borders, especially during the fi rst few years. However, the reinforcement of military surveillance and the punishment of those who disobeyed military orders not to approach the borders, by labeling them infi ltrators and shooting at them, consolidated the idea that the division marked by a heap of stones was "reality." Still, that did not mean that it was acceptable. Instead, residents developed guerilla methods and mechanisms for recapturing and practicing the ordinary, away from both the visible and invisible gaze of security forces.
Um el-Abed's story summarizes the life of secrecy and discretion:
I was twenty when I got married in 1955. I lived, as is the tradition in Arab families back then, with my widowed mother-in-law and two of her daughters in the same house. One was twenty-two years old and the other was around fi fteen. My mother-in-law's mother was living back then on the Arab side of the borders in Deir el-Ghusun village. She was a widow and alone, as she had only one daughter-my mother-in-law. My mother-in-law got used to evading and infi ltrating the borders in order to visit her mother whenever possible. However, as the state of her mother's health deteriorated, it was impossible to leave her side. In light of the situation, my husband suggested that his grandmother be brought into the village. He told his mother that sneaking in has become more diffi cult and he fears she would be found out. He said that we will do our best so that no one knows about it, and once she passes away we will bury her in our courtyard. And indeed, Abu el-Abed arranged for 'fetching the grandmother' and smuggling her with professional smugglers, who brought her into her only daughter's house. Her situation was critical indeed. She was unable to walk or meet any of her daily needs without help. Things went well for a few months, and then the grandmother's health became extremely deteriorated. Naturally, we couldn't call for a doctor, as we didn't want anyone to fi nd out about her living with us. However, in the shadow of her deteriorating state, a visitor, known for his shady relations with Jews, surprised us with a visit. He probably suspected her presence because he heard her coughing. Two days after his visit, the Israeli army surprised us with another. The soldiers came in; they were Jewish Druze. 6 They knocked on the door; my husband, shaking, opened it for them. They told him they were informed that he was harboring some smuggled people. My husband decided that he could no longer hide it. Even though his grandmother was dying at the time, and my mother-in-law, her daughters, and myself were all huddled around her, expecting her spirit to leave her body at any moment, he did something crazy. My husband told them that the smuggled person is his grandmother, whom he brought in as she was about to die and had no one else to take care of her except for his mother, her only daughter. Then, he brought them into the room she was in, where she was lying on the ground, dying. The woman's soul was leaving her! It looks like they took pity on him when they saw her and told him that their orders were to bring both him and her to the checkpoint, but because of the direness of her situation, they would leave him alone. 'If she dies, bury her, and we'll say that we couldn't fi nd anyone in the house. But if she doesn't die, you must bring her in tomorrow!' Then they left the place. I swear to God, they didn't even advance a few hundred meters when the grandmother took her last breath. She died. My husband followed the soldiers, yelling as loudly as possible and reaching them: 'she died . . . she died!' A similar fate, though not always as tragic, befell most families. In 1949 Al-Marja was nothing but a small deserted town with a population no larger than 200. Its residents belong to Deir el-Ghusun village, which is located about twenty kilometers away by air. Not one family escaped the division of borders and its effect on their lives. Uncle Abdullah describes this impact:
In 1949 I was studying in third grade in the elementary school of Deir el-Ghusun village. One day, the school principal entered the classroom and asked me, and all other students from al-Marja, to grab our things and go back home. For, as the principal said, it was decided that al-Marja was now under Jewish reign (as they called Israel at the time), and that Deir el-Ghusun would remain with the Arabs (he meant Jordan). . . . I didn't understand a thing. I took my bag and put in it my school papers and walked back along with the village children to our houses.
My grandfather, grandmother, and their children became citizens of the State of Israel, and my grandfather's mother, his siblings, and their children became citizens of the Jordanian country, and in between the two states an uncrossable partition line was erected. Both Jordan and Israel regarded the other as an enemy state, even though they acted otherwise on all diplomatic levels and meetings, as Avi Shlaim clarifi ed in his book Collusion across the Jordan.
Gradually, the regular and mundane family meeting between mothers and sons turned into a formal meeting at best and collaboration with the enemy at worst. Any person suspected to be in communication with the other side or to be hosting someone from the other side, be it a mother, a son, or a brother, was arrested and jailed.
During a family talk I arranged in order to ask my aunt, father, and uncles about life during the military rule, many stories about the interwoven relationships between colonizers and colonized came up: stories of resistance and manipulating the colonizer even if it were through "developing an alternate, secret life." There were also some unbelievable stories of the initial attempts of the colonized to gain the ruler's approval, such as those willing to inform on their mothers to gain the master's approval.
Addressing my father and uncle, my aunt asked:
"Do you remember how 'so-and-so' informed on his mother and had her imprisoned?" Everyone laughs and curses him.
"Really?" "What's the story?" I asked.
The story is that he was base and corrupt. He surprised his mother . . . and his uncle's wife with a visit and found his cousin there-his mother's sister's son! The cousin was fi fteen years old and one day snuck in from Deir el-Ghusun for a secret visit. When 'so and so' left the house, he went straight to the ruler to inform on them. The next day his mother and her brother's wife were arrested and imprisoned for two weeks! Israel treated these attempted visits as illegal actions and termed them as terrorist, criminal, and thuggish. Israeli soldiers shot bullets at or captured and punished "infi ltrators." This turned the borders into an actual death trap.
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Rashid Hussein writes in 1958 in his description of the borders:
Our borders, my poet, are sharp guillotines Where death pours in from fortifi ed trenches.
[author's translation]
SAVING LANDS AND DISPERSING FAMILIES
The Armistice Line was modifi ed numerous times. The village residents say that at the beginning, the line was placed east of the village, close to the valley that separates al-Marja from nearby Shweika village, which meant that the lands of Shweika residents were partly under Israeli rule, but this line was adjusted once more, and the borders were moved to include the whole hill of Skweika within Israel. However, in order to assert their ownership of their lands on the Israeli side, the owners did as other families at risk of losing their lands did: they divided their families into two parts. One part of the family moved to the side that was supposed to be under Arab control, and another part stayed on the land that was supposed to be under Israeli rule. For instance, fi ve families from Shweika built simple houses at the southern side of the village and settled in them to avoid losing their land. They did so after they were informed that their land was going to be annexed to Israel. One thing to note here is that these families were a part of the larger families of Shweika, and were sent to settle in the family land in order to preserve it. At the beginning, these lands belonged to Jordan, but later they were annexed to Israel, right after the borders were adjusted. With this adjustment, the residents of this land were now under Israeli control, and the children of these families started going to school as their parents farmed their land. The children kept going to school until the year 1953, when, my father relates, My brother and I were in class when a military vehicle came and took the children. They were three and my brother and I would walk with them every day to school. They called their names and told them: come with us. They went into the car without taking their papers or books, which Taisir and I brought back for them later to their house right before they were taken and expelled into the other side of Shweika-the Jordanian side.
As for the houses, they were all destroyed, and the lands were confi scated. Ruins of fi ve houses still exist today on the hilltop of the eastern side of my village. As for my father, when he asked, after 1967, about the fate of his childhood friends, who were then young men, he was told that one of them left for France, while the other left to work in Kuwait, and another to Britain; he never saw any of them again.
Many of the villagers were concerned about not being able to preserve their property and houses, and feared that their land, or parts of it, would fall on the other side of the borders, which means that they would lose it. Eighty-year-old Sami, whose house is located at the outskirts of the village, a few meters away from the borderline, says that when his father heard about the agreement in process, and when he saw a group of specialists marking the delineation of the expected borders, he knew that his lands would be dispersed between the Jordanian and Israeli sides. And so he quickly built two living rooms on the side expected to come under Israeli control, and moved into them with his wife and two of his children, keeping his eldest son on the other side in the original family house. Sami says that those days were different. Unlike now, all friends and neighbors mobilized to fi nish the construction of the two rooms before the Jordanians or Israelis arrived:
And indeed, this way we were able to keep our land, but we were practically fragmented. We were only a few meters away from my brother but he became a resident of one country and we of another.
Deciding to stay was not easy, but neither was the decision to divide the family.
"I remember how, after the Israeli army entered and the borders were set," Sami adds,
The Jews counted us and asked us to stay at home during the day and evacuate it during the evening and stay in nearby villages during the night. I remember then one of the neighbors came up to my father and told him that he was going to join his family on the Jordanian side of Shweika until things calmed down, as he did not want to live through this harassment. My father advised him not to do so, and told him that if he were to leave he would not be able to return and would lose all his property. But he insisted. He used to own about 400 dunams, but for some reason he thought that the whole business wouldn't last too long. And so it happened, he and his family left to his parents' house and he couldn't return until after 1967, for a visit only, with all his property declared as absentee property.
"You won't believe what I'm about to tell you, and I'll tell it and your father knows the story I'm about to tell and who did it." While looking at my father, who had accompanied me for the interview, Sami continued, The woman whose family owns these lands came for a fi rst visit after the war, and then went to see her land. It was the olive harvest season and their lands were under the state's trusteeship, which had warranted it to Arab contractors to harvest. This lady wanted to take a jar of olives from her trees. How much would that be? One kilogram? Two? Three? No more. . . . The contractor saw her and lashed out at her, took the olives from her hands, and threw them on the ground.
Was it someone from our village? (I asked) Yes, he's an Arab like you and me and your father knows him and I'll leave it at that, because you'll know who he is.
My father later told me the name of that person, a relative of mine I know very well, but what hurt me more is that this woman who was offended on her own land is the grandmother of my friend Amjad from Ramallah, who offered to take me to his family to listen to them tell their stories of the borders on the other side of my village.
This story shows that the borders not only complicated the residents' lifestyle, but also introduced discomfort and tension into what used to be a tight, intricate network of relationships. As the place transformed into two separate regions, binaries of "them" and "us," and "here" and "there" infi ltrated people's vocabulary. Eventually, stories were told based on these new binaries, which after 1967 turned into the "Israeli Arab" and "West Bank Arab" identity binary.
Sami noted that initially his father didn't think that splitting the family in two to preserve its land and property would actually make their meetings diffi cult; however, meetings between family members gradually became harder. It was silly, as he says, to be accused of communicating with the enemy whenever we were caught talking to my brother! Sami explained: "This is no joke. It actually happened. My brother was imprisoned because he met with us, on the basis of meeting with the enemy, and I myself was imprisoned many years in Jordan after I had been kidnapped from my home on the basis of collaborating with the Zionist enemy."
STORIES NOT FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC
In the second Knesset of 1952, the fi rst Knesset in which I was a member, the founder of the Hebrew state, David Ben-Gurion, expressed his surprise at the continued efforts of the Palestinian refugees to cross the borders, trying to return to their cities, villages, homes, and fi elds, "even though," he said, "we were shooting at them and killing them. My grandfather differed from the other villagers in that he did not easily surrender to the borders. He refused to consider them as fateful. What he needed most was not his mother's compassion, but tobacco rolling paper, which he used to buy from Tulkarm, the city where the residents of The Triangle used to go to buy their supplies. It was also my grandfather's destination whenever he needed to buy home supplies and perform his Friday prayers. It was conveniently close to al-Marja, as only a few kilometers separated them. At the beginning, he sent my older uncles, who were still children back thenthe eldest was ten and the second one was nine-to smuggle themselves into Shweika and then to Tulkarm to bring in the papers. Afterwards, he bought these papers from smugglers, who quickly became the "economic" link between the two areas, and sometimes even the "eyes" of the Israeli Intelligence, which allowed them to continue smuggling in return for watching over the borders and informing on "smugglers and infi ltrators." The "infi ltrators" were mostly family acquaintances, village residents, my parents, or the "smuggled" residents of the village, who crossed the partition line to communicate with their family or visit their lands. Israel named them infi ltrators to shroud their actions with an "illegal," incriminating tone. As for the village residents, they called them the smuggled-that is, those who escaped the Jewish and Jordanian surveillance, which was considered a sign of risk-taking and a manipulation of security. It was always entertaining to hear my father tell, laughingly, of how my grandfather once told Um Ahmad, whom he saw coming from the eastern side in order to visit her mother on the western side, that the army was lurking on the way, and that she must wait. However, she refused to listen and didn't even get rid of the sweets she had on her. When the soldiers saw her, asked for her papers, and demanded that she reveal what she was carrying, she cursed herself, saying: "I wish I had listened to Abu Abdullah's advice."
She almost got my grandfather imprisoned.
Evading the "watching" eye became a formative part of life at the borders, while the watching eyes of the villagers became their means to circumvent the borders and their agents. Abu Jalal, one of the villagers who worked in "smuggling" in the fi fties, told me, Once I was smuggling sugar when I caught a glance of the Jewish military patrol. I was afraid they would catch me, and so I punched a hole in the bag. When they asked me what I was bringing in with me, the sugar bag was already empty, so I told them I didn't have anything. And so I evaded a critical predicament.
Such predicaments became part of hanging on to the pre-partition life that the villagers were accustomed to; Um Ahmad wanted nothing but to visit her mother, but even this had become a dangerous "adventure."
The desire to reunite with family on the other side was always on my grandfather's mind. He was able to smuggle himself in a few times to visit his mother. My father says that in the beginning, my grandfather persevered in his visits to his parents, but those visits gradually became more diffi cult to carry out, and he started avoiding them, as the number of infi ltration arrests rose.
One incident, however, turned the borders into a painful truth and an undeniable, hateful reality for my family. That was the "kidnapping" of my uncle in 1954 by the Jordanian forces, when he was barely thirteen. I have heard the details of this story tens of times. And despite the passage of half a century since this event, my grandmother still reminds us of the importance of discretion and secrecy regarding those details, insisting that we trust no one, as anyone could harm the family. This fear of an existing but invisible "eye" turned conversations into whispers. My grandmother lowered her voice every time she spoke of "smuggled people," of my uncle's kidnapping, and her father's perseverance at infi ltration. This alert milieu made me feel all the more the importance of listening, even though I never felt bored listening to these stories and never doubted their "scoop."
My grandmother relates that in 1954 my uncle was herding cows in the village fi elds, which, after the Rhodes Agreements, had become borderline lands. At that time, some Jordanian soldiers took him and his three cows, under the allegation that he had crossed the Armistice Line. He wasn't alone then, but with his brother, who was three years younger, who ran to tell my grandfather and grandmother of the incident.
"What to do? What can we do?" my grandmother wondered, at a loss over how to retrieve her son. Then she started running around to all the houses of people known for their "intimate" connections with Israelis, and the houses of people known for their good relationship with Jordanians as well. But all her efforts were to no avail. My uncle disappeared and there was no news of him for a few months, months she spent crying, wailing, and cursing time and its wrongdoings. My grandfather was required to visit the Israeli police station in Beit Lid on a daily basis, where he was held up for hours, "from morning till night," as my grandmother put it. They asked him: "Where is your son, who took him, and what do you know of him?" And of course, he had no answers. This went on for many months. One day, an Israeli offi cer told them that their son would come back the next day, with the cows, and that they should go pick him up at ten o'clock.
"We were so tense that night we couldn't sleep," my grandmother told me. In the morning, my grandfather and uncle went to the set meeting point, where my uncle was supposed to be delivered by the Jordanians through the UN observers to the Israeli forces. And after hours of waiting, they brought in the cows without my uncle. My grandfather yelled:
"I want my son, not the cows," but the offi cer told him:
"That's all we have. We know nothing about your son." "The news devastated me. . . . I lost hope and said that he was gone never to return," my grandmother remembers, then sighs, and smiles:
But afterwards, a messenger came to me and gave me a picture of my son, dressed in a Jordanian military uniform. He told me that my son was safe and sound and that I should trust that no harm would befall him. And that he was drafted into a military school in order to preserve his personal security. And that I should stop asking about him. My grandmother relaxed, knowing that at least he was all right! Three years passed without my grandmother seeing my uncle, and she started to doubt that she was ever going to meet him. But one dark night, she was startled by the sound of light tapping on the window. That was my uncle, who "smuggled" himself in to see her. Naturally, her joy was mixed with fear for his life. No one could know of the visit, besides her, my grandfather, and elder uncles-that is, those who would undoubtedly keep this visit a secret. Discretion and secrecy were the most important tools to circumvent the "eyes" of the Jews, as my grandmother called them, and by that she meant the collaborators in the village:
That day I learned that the Jordanians had taken him in after they coordinated it with some of the village residents who were on good terms with my uncle. They did it so that he could "inform" them of the names of people who "infi ltrated" from the Arab side (Jordanian) to the Israeli side in return, and then they would meet with the Jews.
My uncle says that he turned in the names of thirteen people, some of whom were imprisoned for life and some of whom miraculously escaped execution. Of course, the Israelis found out about my uncle. He became wanted and couldn't go back to live in his mother's house. And so my uncle became an excellent infi ltrator, and my grandfather's house turned into a smuggling factory. Sometimes my grandfather infi ltrated to meet his mother, other times his mother infi ltrated to meet him, while in one instance his brothers infi ltrated for a family visit, and in another, my uncle infi ltrated to communicate with the family.
It was ironic to see relationships resume their normalcy after the war of 1967, when Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza and dismantled the borders that have been "crossing" the Palestinians in the last two decades. Ironically, through the occupation, families could meet up in a "legal way," even though it was an illegitimate act. This was the case for almost twenty years, until the fi rst intifada broke out in 1987 and restrictions were again put on movement and mobility, culminating in the building of the apartheid wall.
Stories of infi ltration would not have left such a mark on me had they not been accompanied by the borderline landscape and its eternal mystery. I was born in 1971, four years after the occupation of the West Bank, and as such, after the place lost its offi cial "awe." On the eastern side of the border-that is, on its Jordanian side (the "Arab side" in my village's vocabulary)-and a few meters away from it were the ruins of a house, next to which two tall palm trees stood high. The ruined house, with its thick, large walls and traditional stone, surrounded by a deadened silence, was the remains of Haj Youssef's house. Its residents left in the mid-fi fties and moved into Deir el-Ghusun. A widespread story relates how the residents fl ed after a strange incident took place. One day in the early 1950s, one of the family members, Sumayya, a young woman in her early twenties, noticed a man wearing Arab attire following her cousin. So she followed him and saw him draw his gun and point it at her cousin. She picked up a large stone and beat him to death with it. It later appeared that the man wearing the Arab attire was a Jewish offi cer disguised as an Arab. To avoid a series of disasters that would most certainly affl ict her, the family quickly escaped the house.
At the border, stories of forsaken houses mixed with stories of people I know nothing of besides their names, and stories of foreign offi cers wearing local village attire.
I was ten when I fi rst visited the ruins. Naturally, I went there with another group of children around my age. And even though much time has passed since then, I am still able to remember how awestruck and bedazzled I was at the sight of the house tiles, the Za'atar planter, the two palm trees, the grapevines and high walls, and the sky. But what I remember in detail, and what terrifi ed me most, was that the house, whose ceiling had collapsed or been destroyed, was still clean! Entering the ruins of a forsaken house is like entering the Ghoul's house in folktales; it both tempts and terrifi es you. And even though we were children, we still knew that we were entering a house that had landlords, and that we were trespassing in a space not ours. Entering this house and discovering its cleanliness intensifi ed those feelings of awe. As for me, being ten years old, it occurred to me that the homeowners were ghosts and that I was violating a sacred space. I couldn't help but summon my mother's stories about the house of the Ghoul who ate children.
I ran along with the rest, terrifi ed. We ran between the trees and jumped over the rocks and in between the olive trees until we reached the other side of the border, close to our house! Today, all this seems explicable and entertaining. Clearly, one of the former homeowners had been returning to the house every now and then to clean it! It is safe to assume that one of the landowners was taking care of the olive groves that surrounded the house, as could be deduced from comparing it to other neglected groves! Shadows guard the houses. . . . That was my presumption, and there I confi rmed it! Neither at the age of ten nor later could I imagine those moments of infi ltration and the sensation that accompanied them. For instance, did the infi ltrator feel fear or challenge? Did he feel adventurous? How exactly did he feel? I might never know exactly how my grandfather felt as he hid in the shadows of the olive and almond trees. I might never know how my grandmother felt as she opened the door and quickly let her son in before he could be seen by anyone. What is certain, however, is that these stories of infi ltration, told in every house of the village, in which members of our community were so resourceful and so often heroic, fascinated me much more than stories of Shater Hassan and Little Red Riding Hood.
Abu Ahmad, for example, was an economic infi ltrator who smuggled goods such as eggs, tobacco, sugar, and salt from Jordan into the Arab villages in Israel. Abu Umar was a political infi ltrator, for he broadcast the news of the Israelis to the Jordanian side, while Abu Ali (my father's grandfather) was a domestic infi ltrator, as he infi ltrated the borders on a weekly basis to visit his wife, who was living on the other side. As for my father, he was just an "ordinary" infi ltrator: he would smuggle to the other side, following his father's orders, once to help his grandfather cross from the other side, and once to help bring in a bonesetter to treat a cousin with a broken leg. These various types of infi ltrations continued until surveillance became extremely strict and brutal.
My village's border stories revolve around infi ltrations, and its infi ltration stories revolve around recapturing the "ordinary" and mundane ways of living that, hindered by the borders, became extraordinary. There is nothing more mundane than bringing in a doctor from a nearby village or bringing eggs from a nearby city; and of course, there is nothing more normal than a mother visiting her son or a husband his family. Once upon a border, the mundane and the heroic were one and the same; listening to these stories, we can retrieve their heroism for times present as well as past.
The separation fence, partially resembling the 1949 armistice line, as seen from my family balcony in al-Marja in 2014 (photo © copyright and used by permission of the author).
